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Reading
1. Match them up!
Match the types of books or stories and the definitions.

fantasy story

a story which uses imaginary science or technology, for
example robots, aliens or time machines

mystery story

a story where some characters or abilities are impossible,
for example a dragon or magical powers

biography

an imaginary story but one which could happen in real life

informational book

a story where something strange happens and the
characters have to find the answer

science fiction story

a book with facts about a topic, for example animals,
science, history, etc.

traditional story

a thin book which tells stories with pictures and some
writing, and there is usually a new one every week

realistic fiction story
historical fiction story
magazine
comic

a book about a real person’s life
a thin book which has lots of articles and photographs, and
there is usually a new one every week or month
a story which is set in a real time in the past but the
characters are invented or imagined
a story which has existed for a long time, for example a
fairy tale or a myth

2. What do you like to read?
Write the types of books in exercise 1 in the box to show what you like to read.

I like to read …

I don’t like to read …
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3. Ask your friends!
What books do your friends like reading? Write four more questions. Then ask
your friends and family. If they say yes, put a tick next to the question.
How many ticks have you got for each type of book? Write the type of book,
count the ticks and colour that many squares in the line!

Do you like fantasy stories

?



____________________________________?
____________________________________?
____________________________________?
____________________________________?

fantasy stories:
____________________:
____________________:
____________________:
____________________:

4. Write and draw!
Write about your favourite book and draw a picture of a character from it.
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